UNDELETE EXCEEDED EXPECTATIONS

“We don't have to use Undelete very often, but when I have it has been amazing. I was able to
recover a whole folder that was deleted by mistake in seconds. It is working just the way I hoped it
would.”
Christopher Puppé,
Puppé, System Administrator, Xcel Mechanical Systems, Inc. #246 Fortune Rank
Rank
“Undelete really exceeded my expectations. It provides one click restores saving lots of time, and the
possibility to immediately restore deleted files just like the local recycle bin, allied to a versatile
configuration and excellent stability I rate it a 5 Star software.”
Carlos Leitão,
Leitão, Núcleo de Comunicações e Rede Local,
Local, SIBS: FORWARD PAYMENT SOLUTIONS
“Undelete has been very useful with helping to recover files that users delete. We have been using
the Windows Shadow Copy to help with edits, but Undelete is great for removals so that we do not
have to go to backup tapes.”
Chris Vergona,
Vergona, Murphy Oil Corporation #98 Fortune Rank

“What a brilliant bit of software! If I had known about this Undelete would have been installed long
ago. I really am impressed and will certainly spread the word.”
Warren Yeo, IT Manager,
Manager, GML Group
“Undelete saves backup restores when someone accidentally deletes a file from a Windows
share. We store tapes off site so Undelete can save a big delay for file restores of that type.
Undelete does what it says on the box – really - and it works nicely as a network recycle bin.”
Glenn Edwards, Infrastructure Analyst, Itron
"No matter how redundant my backups are, how secure our security is, I will always have the one
group of users that manage to delete that one critical file. I have found Undelete to be an invaluable
tool for just such an occasion. This software has saved us both time and money. When we migrated
from a Novell Infrastructure, we needed to find a solution that would allow us to restore
‘accidentally’ deleted data from a network share. Since installing Undelete on all my servers, we
have had no lost data due to accidents or mistakes."
Juan Saldana II, Network Supervisor, Keppel AmFELS
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